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1 World Without Walls: Kuwagata Keisai’s Panoramic Vision of Japan

Henry D. Smith II

The title of Donald Keene’s survey of Tokugawa literature capsulises our dominant image of the Edo period as a ‘world within walls’. The intent was of course to indicate Japan’s isolation from other nations, but the same phrase may be extended to encompass the pervasive image of early modern Japan as rigidly compartmentalised into a multiplicity of smaller ‘worlds’, whether the ‘four classes’ of society, the miscellaneous ‘genres’ of literature or the hereditary ‘schools’ of learning and the arts.

These structures of isolation and compartmentalisation have become deeply entrenched in our ways of thinking about Tokugawa culture. By suggesting that we may be better served by a counter-paradigm of a ‘world without walls’, I have no intention of denying the realities of status, lineage and legal category which were so central to the Tokugawa strategy of rule. But exceptions were many: despite the textbook image, which tends to reflect official ideology more than social reality, land was alienable, samurai did not uniformly outclass commoners, Japan did have regular contact with the outside world, and movement around the country was not rigidly controlled. By the early nineteenth century the exceptions had become so numerous that, far from proving the Tokugawa rule, they were coming to constitute a new order of rules.

I would thus propose that the image of ‘walls’ – or any such word suggesting an impenetrable barrier – can be misleading, and might better be replaced by an image such as ‘fences’ – barriers to be sure, but easily peeped through and often crossed. More importantly, I wish to suggest that in the cultural life of the nation it was precisely in crossing these ‘fences’ that some of the most creative energies were discharged. It is these ‘border zones’ between classes, between schools and between
Japan and the outside world, I would argue, that we must explore in order to grasp the inner dynamics of change within the culture as a whole. Rather than belabour this argument in the abstract let me offer a single piece of evidence, a colour woodblock print of the early nineteenth century.

' A PICTURE OF THE FAMOUS PLACES OF JAPAN'

This astonishing print [Fig. 1.1] immediately presents one intriguing border zone, between 'pictures' and 'maps'. Even in modern English these words which we so easily distinguish in daily experience are surprisingly resistant to precise definition. In early modern Japanese the linguistic distinction itself was blurred by the overlapping use of the Japanese e and the Sino-Japanese zu. In general an e tended to be a 'picture', while a zu could refer to either picture or map. When used in combination e-zu was the conventional term for 'map', while zu-e came to refer to topographical pictures. The language better accommodated, in other words, the conceptual overlap which must be provided for in any distinction between pictures and maps.

This print in particular must be seen as both picture and map, no matter what definition one uses. It is more likely, however, to give the initial impression of a picture, in the sense of a representation suggestive of common visual experience. From a vantage-point high in (what we now call) space, we gaze out to the west over the islands of Japan, which sweep in a great jagged arc from the southern tip of Hokkaidō (to the upper right), down to the Kantō region in the centre below, and up out through west Japan to the upper left. Whereas the Tōhoku area to the right seems to climb precipitously up the surface of the paper, the western extremity to the left is depicted with a strong illusion of recession into the distance, towards a far horizon capped by the crescent of a waning moon that sinks slowly into a bank of clouds above the South China Sea. The mountainous silhouette hovering above the horizon to the right, according to a tiny label, is Korea ('Chōsen'). Looking more closely into the land of Japan itself, we see a serrated coast swarming with tiny boats, and inland mountains range interspersed with tiny settlements – many capped by castle towers [Fig. 1.2]. The entire nation of Japan is presented in one homogeneous vision as a work of landscape art – an accomplishment with no precedents and only later imitations.

At the same time this picture is also a map, both in the sense that it represents a region of the earth’s surface too large to comprehend in ordinary vision, and in the sense that it relies on symbols which must be 'read'. Each one of the sixty-eight ancient provinces of Japan is labelled with a rectangular cartouche, and over seven hundred smaller places – mountains, towns, islands, temples, hot springs – are carefully identified in minuscule katakana notation. Some of these named places are also rendered pictorially, but many are identified only by the katakana text.

The ambiguous character of this print is further suggested by the title, which appeared on the wrapper in which it was sold: 'A Picture of the Famous Places of Japan' (Nihon meisho no e) [Fig. 1.3]. The title thus clearly identifies the print as a picture rather than a map, but at the same time it draws our attention less to the whole than to the parts, less to Japan as a totality than to the assembly of particular 'famous places'. This emphasises its map-like character, for one must 'read' the picture, often relying on the katakana text, in order to locate places with which one is familiar. And yet in the end we come back to its quality as a picture of all Japan, existing in three-dimensional space and linked in turn to the distant continent. One aphoristic distinction holds that a picture is what we see, while a map is what we know. Such a distinction here yields, however, to an inextricable fusion of both perception and knowledge.

Where did this remarkable vision come from, and what did it mean? Let us turn first to the artist.

A Problem of Names

The difficulty begins with naming our artist, identified on the print as 'Keisai Shōshin of Edo'. All Tokugawa men of culture bore a variety of names, different 'hats', which enabled them to move with ease from one social situation or cultural milieu to another. Yet most ended their lives with a dominant identity and a single name by which later generations might know them. Not so with the man who began his career as Kitao Masayoshi, an illustrator of popular fiction in the ukiyo-e style, and who in his early 30s was transformed into Kuwagata Tsuguzane, a privileged official painter in the retinue of a daimyō from west Japan. Such passages from commoner to quasi-samurai status were less unusual than we are often led to believe, but the particular conversion from ukiyo-e artisan to 'true artist' (hon'eshi) seems to be limited to this one case. It is precisely this zone of transition that is critical for an understanding of the picture-map that is our concern.
The bare facts are these. He was born in Edo in 1764 as Akabane Sanjirō, son of a tatami-maker, and apprenticed in his early teens to the celebrated ukiyo-e artist Kitao Shigemasa. As early as 1780, at the age of 16 he began as ‘Sanjirō’ to illustrate popular comic-book works of parodic fiction known as kibyōshi (after what were originally ‘yellow covers’), and in the following year he took the school name of ‘Kitao Masayoshi’. Over the next decade and a half he became the most prolific illustrator of kibyōshi known, responsible for over 170 titles.

The circumstances of Masayoshi’s sudden and unusual change of status are unclear, but in the summer of 1794 he was appointed official painter, with a generous stipend, to Matsudaira Yasuchika, the fudai daimyō of Tsuyama. Apparently an avid amateur painter, Yasuchika died three months after Masayoshi’s appointment, at the age of 43. This may explain an uncertain interval of three years, during which the artist was active both as ‘Masayoshi’ and as ‘Keisai’, an art name (gō) which he had been using since as early as 1785 and which was confirmed as his formal art name upon his appointment in 1794.

The critical change in name came in 1797, at age 33, when he took a legal surname – something previously denied him as a commoner – and a proper samurai-style personal name (na). For the former he chose his paternal grandmother’s maiden name of Kuwagata, and for the latter Tsuguzane, which he came also to use as an art name – a function most conveniently distinguished by the Sino-Japanese reading ‘Shōshin’. At the same time he was bidden to take the tonsure – an important convention of life-cycle transition – and to undertake Kano school training under the master Korenobu. Within three years he had phased out both the name ‘Masayoshi’ and the kibyōshi illustration with which it was associated, and came to use the names Keisai and Shōshin in various combinations, although ‘Shōshin’ seems to have predominated in his later work.

The shifting status of the artist was thus reflected in his changing names – but only roughly. ‘Masayoshi’ tended to be a popular illustrator and ‘Shōshin’ a privileged painter, but even these lines were blurred, since we can find ‘Masayoshi’ on elegant paintings [Fig. 1.6] and ‘Shōshin’ on illustrative prints [Fig. 1.13]. And in between was ‘Keisai’ as the name which linked the two, a kind of transformational identity which we will see reflected in his artistic evolution. It seems appropriate that we refer to him historically as Keisai. He died in 1824 at the age of 60.

The World of Kitao Masayoshi

The genre of kibyōshi in which Masayoshi was active in his early years presents another problem of separate ‘worlds’: were these text-filled picture-books art, or were they literature? Obviously they were a fusion of the two, but at least until recently, serious consideration of this ‘special genre halfway between literature and art’ has been obstructed by the disciplinary walls of modern scholarship, which tend to divide the literary and visual arts into separate camps. The problem is not unlike that of picture-maps, which fall between the concerns of art historians and map specialists.

Kibyōshi, however, must be understood as an intricate interweaving of text and picture. In the example here [Fig. 1.4] both text and picture work together to produce a constant shifting of viewpoint as we move through the narrative from top to bottom, right to left. The sections of text alternate between an unseen narrator and individual figures within the picture; some of the texts refer to the three pictures hanging above, which themselves have texts; some of the texts are comments by the figures about each other, which are supplemented by their gazes and expressions; and within the texts themselves are punning references to still other texts and legends. This interweaving of image and text within an overall pictorial unity bears an obvious structural relationship to the picture-map of Japan.

The literary style of kibyōshi takes from the aesthetics of linked-verse composition the concept of shukō, the particular ‘twist’ which a poet imparts to the general theme dictated by the prior verse in an on-going chain. The proper metaphor for the corresponding visual structure might be ‘angle’, and it was through Masayoshi’s extended practice at the manipulation of viewpoint in kibyōshi illustration that we can see the making of an artist who would in time become famous for his visual ‘contrivances’ (kufū), of which the view of all Japan is the supreme example.

Although Masayoshi was engaged primarily in kibyōshi illustration in his early years, he also executed a number of works in the quite different medium of single-sheet colour prints. Particularly relevant here were those of the type known as uki-e (‘floating pictures’), compositions executed in Western-style linear perspective. The term itself appears to have referred to the distancing effect of such pictures, particularly in the naïvely exaggerated form in which it was introduced to Japan. The first uki-e appeared in Edo in about 1739–40, probably
by way of still-unidentified Chinese prototypes, in the form of large theatre and brothel interiors.\textsuperscript{7}  
Until the 1760s the effect of horizontal recession in Edo *uki-e* was limited to architectural spaces, whether interiors or streets, while natural landscapes continued to be depicted in the traditional horizonless manner. In the meanwhile, however, a critical development was taking place in Kyoto, where in the 1750s a struggling young painter by the name of Maruyama Ōkyo (1733–95) had been commissioned by a toy dealer to execute landscapes for the *optique* (in Japanese, *nozoki-megane*, ‘peeping eyepiece’), a lens-equipped picture-viewing device which was very popular in Europe and probably introduced to Japan by way of China.\textsuperscript{8} With these paintings Ōkyo became the first in Japan regularly to apply Western techniques of landscape perspective, a method he apparently learned from Chinese adaptations of European originals. Ōkyo’s views were also issued as woodblock prints, and it was through their influence that a new type of *uki-e* appeared in Edo in about the late 1760s, combining a strong sense of recession in both landscape and architecture.\textsuperscript{9}  
Figure 1.5 shows one of a series of *uki-e* landscapes of Edo which Masayoshi produced some time in the 1780s.\textsuperscript{10} It was in single-sheet prints like this that the artist was able to express a sense of unified spatial expanse that was denied him by the enclosed and text-bound world of *kibyōshi* illustration. Yet even here Masayoshi indulges in the obvious manipulation of viewpoint, by using wholly separate lines of recession for the street on the right and the river on the left. One is almost invited to ‘read’ the picture like a *kibyōshi*, from the towers of Edo Castle to the distant right, down through the crowded fish market, across the stage-like centre space to the boats unloading their cargo of fish, then up the river, under the traffic on Nihonbashi Bridge and finally on to the form of Fuji in the far distance.

**Broadening Vistas**

Our artist’s earliest datable venture out of the witty, stagy world of *kibyōshi* and *uki-e* was a fan painting [Fig. 1.6] with a bird’s-eye view of Nakazu, a narrow strip of landfill along the Sumida River which from the early 1770s until its demise in 1789 was Edo’s premier summer entertainment district.\textsuperscript{11} The painting is signed ‘Kitao Masayoshi’ and dated ‘Tenmei 3 [1783] midsummer’. The view here shows the nighttime bustle of Nakazu under the light of a new moon, with a variety of pleasure boats below, some setting off fireworks and others taking on and letting off passengers from the long row of riverside teahouses.

This painting is remarkable for two reasons. First, it demonstrates that Masayoshi was already a skilled painter, producing works of much more elegance and subtlety than were allowed in the medium of the woodblock print. This simultaneous activity in prints and painting represents another kind of fertile ‘border zone’ in Tokugawa art. Second, it shows that from a very early point the artist was evolving a new type of vision, not the fragmentation of viewpoint which we have seen in his *kibyōshi* and *uki-e*, but rather the expansion of a single viewpoint to encompass a wide range of topography. Here, for example, in a single well-integrated space, he has managed to curve the Sumida River on the right in such a way that the view covers a geographical span of close to 180 degrees. It seems possible that this ‘panoramic’ reach was inspired by the structure of the fan itself, marking the first step in the mode of vision that would expand to encompass all Japan.\textsuperscript{12}  
Masayoshi’s interest in topographical depiction became even clearer two years later, in 1785, when he designed an elegant printed handscroll entitled ‘Views of the Famous Places of Edo’ (*Edo meisho zue*) [Fig. 1.7]. Only 6½ inches high and over 40 feet in length, the scroll presents fifty different scenes separated by title cartouches with poems, alternating between very wide views and sequences of narrower views. The wide landscapes in particular are flowing and expansive, unframed and generous in the use of long unlined cloud bands in the *Yamato-e* style. As in the earlier fan panorama of Nakazu, we see here a very different world from the tightly framed and crowded spaces of the *kibyōshi* which Masayoshi was producing at the rate of over one per month in these same years. As if to emphasise the difference, he ended the scroll with a new name — or rather a new middle name: Kitao ‘Keisai’ Masayoshi.

The term *meisho zue* appearing in the title of this handscroll is revealing, since it suggests the inspiration of the genre of illustrated topographical gazetteers which had begun in Kyoto five years earlier with the famous *Miyako meisho zue* (‘Views of the famous places of the capital’, 1780). There is no doubt that Masayoshi was familiar with this work, since he used it as the compositional model for the twelve views of Kyoto which he designed for *Ehon miyako no nishiki* (‘Brocade of the Capital’), a beautiful colour-printed book of 1787. His own earlier handscroll *meisho zue* of Edo, however, was a far more original work in terms of landscape design, with a sense of spatial expanse that was
virtually absent from the conventional _meisho zue_ genre.\textsuperscript{13}

Masayoshi meanwhile continued his prolific production of _kibyōshi_ illustration, but in 1789 the genre itself was dealt a heavy blow under the Kansei Reforms of Matsudaira Sadanobu. It was in fact Masayoshi himself who had illustrated Koikawa Harumachi’s _Ōmugaeshi bunbu no futamichi_ (‘Parroting the twin path of arms and letters’; see Fig. 1.4), the _kibyōshi_ which most stirred the wrath of Sabanobu for its satire of his policy urging the balanced cultivation of ‘arms and letters’ and which led to the censure and possibly the suicide of the author. As illustrator, however, Masayoshi seems to have escaped attention and continued to illustrate _kibyōshi_ over the next several years. We may imagine, however, that the dampening of satirical spirit effected by the Kansei reforms encouraged the artist’s turn in directions in which he was already headed, towards more refined and more simplified forms of expression.

In this turn towards a more elevated art, Masayoshi perhaps actively sought out an aristocratic patron, although the exact circumstances of his 1794 appointment by the _daimyō_ of Tsuyama are obscure.\textsuperscript{14} The most plausible connection involves another man of several names: Katsuragawa Hosan (1754–1808), equally well known as Morishima Chūryō and Shinra Banshō, a multi-talented writer and scholar for whom Masayoshi had illustrated several _kibyōshi_ and who in turn had written introductions to two of Masayoshi’s landscape books in 1787. A further link between the two men was provided by Rangaku (‘Dutch learning’), the study of Western science, which would become one critical element in the conception of the view of all Japan. It was in the same year, 1787, that Morishima Chūryō (as I shall call him) edited _Kōmō zatsuwa_ (‘Red-hair miscellany’), a landmark anthology of bits of Western learning gleaned from Dutch emissaries to Edo. Masayoshi provided one of the illustrations to _Kōmō zatsuwa_, the depiction of an experiment with a static electricity generator.

The final link in this complex (and admittedly conjectural) set of connections was a Western-style doctor by the name of Udagawa Genzui (1755–97), a disciple of Hosan’s distinguished elder brother Hoshū and the author of one of the postscripts to _Kōmō zatsuwa_. Genzui, as it happens, was an official doctor of the Tsuyama domain, and hence the most likely person to have intervened on behalf of the upwardly mobile Masayoshi. Whatever the exact circumstances, such an appointment could have only been made by the interaction of several of the many not-so-isolated ‘worlds’ of late Edo culture.
1.3 Wrapper of ‘A Picture of the Famous Places of Japan’. 35.8 × 47.8 cm.

1.4 Viewing votive paintings (ema) at Asakusa Kannon Temple, from Ōmugaeshi bunбу no futamachi (Parroting the twin path of arms and letters, 1789), kibyōshi written by Koikawa Harumachi and illustrated by Kitao Masayoshi. Tokyo Metropolitan Library.


1.6 Fan painting of bird’s-eye view of Nakazu at night. Signed, ‘Painted by Kitao Masayoshi, midsummer of Tenmei 3 (1783).’ Kōnoike Collection, Ōta Memorial Museum of Art, Tokyo.


1.9 Wrestlers, from *Ryakugashiki* (1795).


1.12 Kō [Yokoyama] Kazan, ‘Panoramic View of the Capital’ (*Karaku ichiranzu*). 41.3 x 64.0 cm. Published in Kyoto, 1808 or 1809. Mitsui Bunko, Tokyo.


Ryakuga-shiki: The Artifice of Simplicity

Keisai (as we may hereafter refer to him) undertook an important stylistic innovation in 1795, the year after his appointment by Tsuyama. This was the book entitled Ryakugashiki ('Abbreviated picture style'), which together with several later volumes in a similar style would earn him his most lasting fame as an artist. The preface by Kanda-an Shujin ('Master of Kanda Hermitage' – possibly Keisai himself) explains the idea:

An old man next door had a plum tree. He manipulated it into the shape of a boat, taking great care that it still bloom every spring. I have no taste for this sort of thing. For one who truly loves flowers, a wild plum is the best. Without contrivance or manipulation, it has the taste of nature (tenren no fumi). These views are of the same sort. They depict the spirit without relying on form. This is called ryakuga-shiki, in which things are abbreviated without manipulating the form.

Given Keisai’s particular circumstances this statement may at first appear to be a calculated repudiation of the artifice which distinguished so much of his past work as an illustrator of kibyōshi. A closer look at the contents of Ryakugashiki, however, suggests that the preface is merely a statement of the ideology that was conventional to such Chinese-influenced painting schools as that of the Kano line in which Keisai was soon to receive formal training. Following the preface, for example, appeared a curious two-page diagram demonstrating a method of copying (in this case, the form of a human figure) by the use of a superimposed grid pattern [Fig. 1.8], a technique probably learned from a Western text on drawing.17 It is a mechanical approach which seems strangely at odds with the commitment to nature asserted in the preface, although the accompanying explanation (presumably by Keisai himself) stresses that while such a method can enable ‘even those with no talent at pictures’ to draw a nude, it is strictly for beginners. This didactic pose is another hint of Keisai’s new status, for he is now a ‘teacher’, not a mere artisan.

There follow fifty-eight pages of examples of the ‘abbreviated style’, essentially a method of quick sketching which is here applied to figures, birds, flowers and landscapes. The volume is of a type that was to become common in years to follow, less in Edo than in Nagoya, Kyoto and Osaka, intended as much for enjoyment as instruction, whereby
miscellaneous works by well-known painters would be reproduced in the woodblock medium, often enhancing the painterly effect by the use of unlined areas of colour. This style would come to be known among Western collectors as ‘impressionistic’.

Yet a closer look at Keisai’s volume suggests a certain artifice behind the very idea of ‘simplicity’. While many of the human figures, in particular, are indeed simplified, they are far from natural, showing wildly and wittily exaggerated poses [Fig. 1.9]. In effect it is a style of caricature, one that would have a considerable influence on the later *Manga* of Hokusai. While naturalistic in effect the whole effort is carefully contrived.

The implications of the ‘abbreviated’ style for Keisai’s view of all Japan did not become clear until his *Sansui ryakugashiki* (‘Landscape in the abbreviated picture style’) of 1800, in which he systematically applied his principles to the depiction of landscapes. It is an exquisite book, beautifully printed, and suggests that Keisai had achieved a new synthesis, combining the taste for visual wit of the *ukiyo-e* artist with a new feel for the broad and ‘impressionistic’ space of books in the painterly style. The landscapes are executed in a brush style with few outlines, and printed in light, elegant tones of brown and grey.

The naturalness of execution in *Sansui ryakugashiki* is complemented by the systematic manipulation of viewpoint, both in angle and in expanse. The album begins, for example, with two illustrations on each page, but gradually, the views begin to span two pages, and finally proceed to single views over a two-page spread [Fig. 1.10]. Although clearly ‘abbreviated’, these lovely landscapes nevertheless give a sense of a uniform and extensive space reaching horizontally into the distance. Here we can see the logic which would in time lead to the view of all Japan.

**Keisai’s View of Edo – A Kyoto Connection?**

The critical intermediate stage between the broad vistas of the *Sansui ryakugashiki* and the view of all Japan was a dramatic bird’s-eye view of the entire city of Edo [Fig. 1.11]. It is a single-sheet woodblock print of the same size as the view of Japan, about 16 inches high and 22 inches wide. It is signed ‘Edo Kuwagata Shōshin’ (the latter being the name he took in 1797) and was sold in a wrapper which provided, together with the names and addresses of the three Suwaraya-house publishers that issued it, a title: ‘A Picture of the Famous Places of Edo’ (*Edo meisho no e*). As in the view of all Japan, individual places are identified in tiny *katakana* script, over 250 names in all.

Although this view of Edo is undated, there survives a record of an application in 8/1803 for a licence (*kabu*) to publish such a title; presumably the actual print appeared shortly after. It is particularly revealing that this system of licensing was for maps of Edo, and did not extend to landscape prints. Legally, in other words, it was considered a map, although its title identified it as a picture. The novelty of the view was such that the authorities were probably unsure how to classify it.

Where did Keisai find the idea for a bird’s-eye view of an entire city? We can largely discount the tradition of the huge screens depicting the city of Kyoto in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Although these ‘Views in and Out of the Capital’ (*Rakuchū rakugai zu*) did offer a precedent of an assemblage of named ‘famous places’, they gave no such sense of a unified visual experience, as though one were actually looking down over the city from a high vantage-point. A more plausible source of inspiration from the same era would be European bird’s-eye views of cities, some of which were in fact copied on to screens from printed albums brought by Jesuit missionaries. There is no evidence, however, that this brief and circumscribed contact was transmitted to the common culture of Edo, nor that any such pictures were reintroduced to Japan in the later Tokugawa period.

We must thus delve into late Edo culture itself for the immediate source of Keisai’s vision. A key piece of evidence is the allegation by Edo chronicler Saitō Gesshin (1804–78) that Keisai had taken the idea from ‘Bird’s-Eye View of the Capital’ (*Karaku ichiran zu*), a colour-printed view of the entire city of Kyoto by Shijō school artist Kō [Yokoyama] Kazan (1784–1837) [Fig. 1.12]. Kyoto publishing records, however, indicate that this print was issued in 1808 or 1809, several years after Keisai’s Edo view. Even more importantly it is now evident that Kō Kazan himself was following an earlier model, that of a large painting now in the Kobe City Museum [Fig. 1.13]. It bears a date of 1791 on its storage box and is signed by none other than Maruyama Ōkyo, the Kyoto artist whom we encountered earlier as a young designer of Western-style views for the *optique*.

Although some three decades separate Ōkyo’s *optique* views (known in Japanese as *megane-e*, ‘eye-piece pictures’) from the 1791 depiction of all Kyoto, the link is clear in such a work as Fig. 1.14, a view of a restaurant overlooking Kyoto to the west from Maruyama Hill – perhaps the first Japanese picture ever to give a realistic sense of
looking down over a city. Ōkyo’s art in the meantime had matured and
deepened, and as he discovered more pedigreed patrons he left behind
megane-e as a youthful experiment and restricted himself more to the
traditional elegance of the Kano school in which he was trained. Yet as
art historian Sasaki Jōhei has demonstrated, he never abandoned the
feel for a unified pictorial space which he learned from the West,
although he developed this continuing concern in a manner that owes
as much to traditional Chinese and Japanese painting as to Western
inspiration. The result was the superbly eclectic vision of his late view
of all Kyoto, which combined his insistence on close observation of
nature (here the city of Kyoto itself, rich in recognizable detail), a
viewpoint that in the Chinese manner seems to be at once high and low,
a Western-derived use of white clouds in a blue sky, and overall the
same sense of unified space seen in his early megane-e. 

Comparing Ōkyo’s Kyoto with Keisai’s Edo the influence seems
persuasive – if not by way of this particular painting, then perhaps by
others like it, for Ōkyo also did a similar view of Osaka and perhaps of
other cities as well. Both cities are backed by their protective peaks,
Mt Hiei and Mt Fuji respectively, and the city below is tipped upward,
maplike, to show maximum detail. Where necessary, the city plan is
distorted to achieve overall compositional balance, as in Ōkyo’s
curvature of the straight avenues of Kyoto – echoed in the S-curves
which Keisai uses to depict the linear canals east of the Sumida River.

Decisive evidence of Keisai’s exposure to the work of Ōkyo remains
to be found. Such a connection was asserted many years ago by Louise
Norton-Brown, but her evidence is suspect. It is certainly plausible,
however, that Keisai’s privileged status after 1794 gave him access to
paintings by Ōkyo if not to the artist himself, who died the following
year. Although Keisai’s appointment involved serving the daimyō at his
Edo mansion, he is known to have travelled to Tsuyama in 1810, and
may well have made earlier visits as well, surely stopping at Kyoto
along the way.

Even if Keisai was familiar with the work of Ōkyo, however, his
urban view differs from that of the Kyoto master in revealing ways.
First, it is more dense and filled in, with none of the elegant gold mists
which periodically interrupt Ōkyo’s Kyoto: Keisai’s only concession to
this convention is a token cloud pattern along the very bottom. And
while Keisai takes from Ōkyo the urge to show the city as an impressive
whole, he has a far greater interest in the systematic cataloguing of all
its separate parts, the individual meishō.

Another – and particularly revealing – difference is the panoramic
breadth of Keisai’s vision, by which he has introduced a depiction of
the sun rising over the province of Kazusa (which is identified by a tiny
label on the skirt of the mountain to the far left). This involves a
remarkable breadth of vision, since both Kazusa (the central part of the
Bōsō Peninsula) and the rising sun lay to the south-east of Edo –
geographically, over 90 degrees left of centre in this Fuji-facing view.
Keisai has thus mobilised his panoramic range to integrate this crucial
eastern vignette into a westward view, thereby implying a greater
wholeness of Edo by the symbolic incorporation of all Japan (Nihon,
‘source of the sun’). The pride in the city which Keisai reveals in the
‘Edo’ prefix to his signature on the right is balanced by the pride in
Japan which he reveals in his ‘contrivance’ to the left. Indeed, the whole
view is one remarkable contrivance in terms of the pictorial conven-
tions of the time, as suggested by the text of the wrapper in which it was
sold:

Master Keisai has contrived anew (arata ni kufū shite) to produce
this unusual view of the bustling scenic and historic sites of the
capital of Edo, fanning out from a single viewpoint (hitome ni
miwataseru). It offers the delights of wandering from one place to
another, and is suitable for framing or mounting as a scroll, or for
presentation as a timely gift or souvenir. We offer for your display
this wondrous view, one of the rarest of all times.

The vaunted rarity of Keisai’s view of Edo was to be confirmed by its
history, for it became the model for virtually all later bird’s-eye views of
Edo. Keisai himself later re-created the view from a slightly different
angle in a superb fusuma painting dated 1809 which he made for
Tsuyama Castle and which survives in Tsuyama today. He never
repeated the printed version, however, which was left to various later
imitators.

The Leap of Vision

Keisai’s next feat of imagination, from a view of all Edo to a view of all
Japan, was truly a quantum leap, one for which I have been unable to
find any precedents, either in Tokugawa Japan or indeed anywhere else
in the early modern world. It is easy enough to conceive of a single-
point depiction of an entire city, particularly in Japan, where adjacent
hills provide just such a prospect of most settlements. But a view of the
entire nation of Japan, with Korea perched on the far horizon! This would have no experiential counterpart until the space age. How did Keisai make the leap?

At least part of the explanation lies, I believe, in two important developments in late eighteenth-century Japan. One was a growing interest in devices with magnifying lens. In Kōmō zatsuwa of 1787, for example, we find illustrations of a microscope—an instrument probably first imported within the previous decade—and of the sorts of new visibility (mostly of insects and seeds) which it afforded.

For Keisai, however, the preoccupation was rather telescopic. The instrument itself had been known in Japan for many years, but there is little evidence of interest by artists—with the important exception of (once again) Maruyama Ōkyo, who recommended the telescope as a tool for correcting natural vision. Keisai’s interest in the telescope seems rather to have been topographical, as revealed in an intricately constructed ‘View of the Grounds of Kanda Myōjin Shrine’ (Kanda Daimyōjin onshachi no zu) [Fig. 1.15]. The dominant half to the lower left depicts the shrine precincts in conventional parallel perspective. Stretching out in a wholly separate space to the upper right, however, is a panoramic view, complete with labels of the major sights. When plotted on a map the arrangement of these place-names reveals that the view depicted can actually be seen from one—and only one—place: the elevated rise of Kanda Myōjin Shrine itself.

Still closer study yields the instrument [Fig. 1.16], a huge telescope peering out from one of the teahouses located on the east-facing bluff beside the shrine. A later gazetteer confirms that these teahouses rental out telescopes as a way of ‘admiring the landscape’ (fukei o motae-sobu). In Keisai’s view one guest peers through the telescope while his companion and the teahouse owner point eastward to identify the sights. The seventeen labelled places span a panorama of 160 degrees.

How might this interest in telescopic observation lead to the view of all Japan? I would propose that the close study of a distant landscape through a telescope, enabling the identification of named places not visible to the naked eye, could with the proper sense of manipulative viewpoint and spatial breadth—precisely the types of vision which Keisai had long been cultivating—lead to the idea of looking at the entire country of Japan from a great distance and identifying its separate places.

The other relevant development of Keisai’s time was a mounting interest in mapping the borders of Japan, in defining the place of the nation, as it were, on the globe. This effort was at once scientific, impelled by the eagerness of astronomers to calculate the meridian and magnitude of the earth, and strategic, triggered by the growing Russian presence in the north. The global interests of the scientists merged with the national interests of the bakufu to enable the famous surveying career of Inō Tadataka from 1795 until his death in 1818—precisely the era of Keisai’s own expanding maplike vision. It is difficult to say whether Keisai knew of Inō or his surveys, but both seem to share a common spirit of the age, an effort both to ascertain Japan’s borders and to affirm its place on the earth.

This mapping mentality also brings us back to Matsudaira Sadanobu, whom we previously encountered as the vengeful enemy of kibyōshi. Masayoshi’s opponent, however, would prove in the end to be Keisai’s ally.35 It was Sadanobu, for example, who took along the artist Tani Bunchō to record views of the coast of the Izu Peninsula in 1793, producing a series of landscapes which perfectly balanced the strategic interests of Sadanobu and the artistic interests of Bunchō.36 It was also Sadanobu who after his retirement as politician sponsored copperplate artist Aōdō Denzen to produce a great map of the entire world.37 Keisai himself had personal ties with Sadanobu, who commissioned what is universally acclaimed as Keisai’s masterpiece as a painter, a series of three handscrolls depicting Edo trades (Shokunin-zukushi ekotoba).38 The accompanying text was written, revealingly, by three leading men of Edo light fiction, all of whom had earlier felt the sting of Sadanobu’s Kansei reforms: Ōta Nanpo, Santō Kyōden and Hoseidō Kisanji.39 This suggests that by the early nineteenth century there had been a certain reconciliation of the playful vision of gesaku with the pragmatic vision of the bakufu.

And so the issue returns to the playful vision of Edo. However much the concerns of magnified vision, global measurement and strategic mapping may have provided an essential environment for Keisai’s leap of vision to the view of all Japan, that leap was ultimately a leap of wit rather than science. Look once again at Figure 1.1. As in the view of Edo we are looking to the west and slightly south, and the artist has indulged in a similar spatial manipulation, curving the elongated form of Japan in order to accommodate a panoramic range. But unlike the view of Edo, there is no rising sun. The answer is simple: what Keisai has depicted is a view of Japan as seen by the rising sun. It is admittedly difficult to prove that this is the intent, since conventional maps of Japan were oriented with the west above. But in an age that still could not conceive of flight beyond the range of a bird (even Icarus, after all, was but an impetuous bird), only a heavenly body could provide the
proper inspiration. And in the land of the rising sun, it could only be a ‘sun’s-eye view’.

Keisai’s World

Over a generation before Keisai, another Japanese of remarkable imagination had devised his own view of Japan from space.40

Inazuma ya A flash of lightning:
Nami mote yueru Bound in by waves
Akizushima The Dragonfly Isles

The poet was Yosa Buson (1713–83), and the verse was composed at a haiku party in Kyoto in the late summer of 1768. The image shares with Keisai the astonishing sense of a view of all Japan, here designated by the ancient name of Akizushima, the ‘Dragonfly Isles.’ And yet the vision is in a critical sense a limited one, first in the ephemerality of the lightning flash and second in the ‘binding’ effect of the sea, yielding an image which is truly a ‘world within walls’.

By the time of Keisai’s view over three decades later, however, things had clearly changed. To be sure, Japan is still envisioned as both manageable and beautiful, reminding us that the National Learning (Kokugaku) movement was growing in tandem with that of Western Learning in the late eighteenth century. But in Keisai’s vision the sea serves less to hem in the isles of Japan than to link them to the adjacent continent, and the momentary flash of lightning gives way to the steady illumination of both moon and sun.

More broadly we can see between Buson and Keisai the transition which Haga distinguishes, from a culture of ‘appreciation’ (kanshō) to one of ‘observation’ (kansatsu). In Keisai’s view the element of appreciation remains strong: as the Meiji gardening expert Ōzawa Suien remarked, the view of Japan would serve nicely as a model for bonkei, a miniature tray landscape.41 Yet at the same time there is a new element of objectivity, in the close observation of Japan, as though it were seen through the distancing effect of a lens.

Keisai’s panoramic ‘sun’s-eye view’ of Japan was thus the result of cross-fertilisation across different ‘walls’ – those between samurai and commoner, between maps and pictures, between artifice and nature, between paintings and prints, between Edo and Kyoto, and between Japan and the rest of the world. Keisai’s creative activity occupied a ‘border zone’ in all of these respects. To be sure, the creative accomplishment of the view of all Japan was not to be duplicated: like Keisai’s view of Edo, it was later copied but never surpassed. Such creative blending was going on in many different ways in late Tokugawa Japan, however, as the rapidly unfolding events of the succeeding decades would continue to demonstrate.
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25. See French, *Through Closed Doors*, op. cit. p. 109, for an excellent stylistic analysis of *Oyko’s Kyoto view*.

26. *Ōko also painted a similar view of Osaka, now in the collection of Nanba Shōtarō; see *Edo jidai zushi*, vol. xviii (Chikuma shobō, 1978) fig. 4. A view of Nagasaki harbor in the Nagasaki Prefectural Art Museum is signed by *Oyko and dated 1792, but its authenticity is in doubt; see fig. 6, Hosono Masanobu, ‘Yōfu hanga’, *Nihon no bijutsu*, no. 36 (Shibundō, 1969), translated as *Nagasaki Prints and Early Copperplates* (Kodansha International and Shibundo, 1978).
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31. Among the many later panoramas of Edo which are modelled after the original Keisai view are: a copperplate etching by Aōdō Denzen, before 1815 (see Hosono, op. cit. fig. 103); an eightfold screen by ukiyo-e painter Shunntoku, now lost (Narazaki Muneshige, ‘Shunntoku kenkyū no zenshin tashō’, *Ukiyoe-kai*, 4/1 [January 1939] pp. 35–6); a copperplate etching by an unknown European illustrator in Siebold’s *Nippon*, 1832–51 (ii, 39); a crude ukiyo-e print by Kunimori, 1843–6; a careful copy of Keisai’s original by his grandson Keirin, after 1854 (see, for example, Chikuma shobō. *Edo jidai zushi*, suppl. vol. 2, pp. 104–5, and Mildred Friedman (ed.) *Tokyo: Form and Spirit* [Walker Art Museum, 1986] p. 33); and a sugoroku board-game print by Hiroshige II, 1859 (see, for example, Shinji Yoshimoto (ed.), ‘Edo happyaku yachō’, *Nihon no kochizu*, vol. ix [Kōdansha, 1977] p. 1, and facsimile reproduction in Iwata Toyok (ed.), Ō-Edo ezu shūsei [Kōdansha, 1974]).

32. On the basis of the entire argument which I have presented I here make the assumption that the view of *Edo preceded the view of Japan*, although there is no documentary evidence for dating the latter. Given the similarity of style between the two views, I would judge that the view of Japan followed that of Edo within a year or two.


34. Saitō Gesshin, *Edo meisho zue*, v (1836), s.v. ‘Kanda Daimyōjin no yashiro’. A depiction of the same large telescope appears in Keisai’s *Edo meisho zue* of 1785.


37. Denzen himself produced a panoramic view of Edo; as cited in note 33, I believe that Denzen followed Keisai, although the reverse possibility has been considered (but finally discounted) in Unno Kazutaka, ‘Edo chōkanzu no sōshisha’, *Gekkan kochizu kenkyū*, 8/9 (June, 1970) pp. 2–11.
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